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Research aims & purpose
Evidence suggests that those with a high degree of financial capability in
adulthood have in many cases developed this throughout their childhood.
The Money and Pensions Service has conducted extensive research into
financial capability in children and young people aged seven to 17 years,
however a knowledge gap was identified amongst four to six year olds.
Background context
One of the aims of the Money and Pensions Service
is to ensure all children and young people receive
the financial education they need to be able to
manage their money well and make the right
financial decisions later in life as they become
more independent of their parents/guardians.

• How might financial capability in four to
six year olds be measured effectively to
indicate higher or lower financial capability?
• What experience of financial capability do
parents have and how is this communicated
to their four to six year olds (if at all) currently?

There is a range of evidence from research on child
development that indicates the importance of starting
to support and encourage financial capability early,
from the age of three and certainly before the age
of seven.

• What aspects of financial capability do
teachers and childcare providers communicate
to four to six year olds currently?

While the 2016 Children and Young Person’s
Financial Capability Survey began to understand
what children aged four to six are learning about
money, this research aims to explore further what
financial capability looks like prior to seven years
of age, how it might be measured and how it might
be supported by parents and those working with
children under the age of seven.

In 2019 the Money and Pensions Service
commissioned independent research agency
DJS Research to carry out qualitative research
to assess the financial capability of four to six
year olds.

Research objectives:

• 75 parents of children aged four to six years; and

• What financial behaviours, skills, knowledge
or attitudes can be observed amongst four to
six year olds?

• 71 teachers and pre-school childminders/
educators.

• Which of these financial behaviours, skills,
knowledge, attitudes and experiences may
be particularly valuable indicators of financial
capability in practice and helpful in the
development of financial capability?
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Research programme

Although qualitative in nature, we captured
views and opinions from:
• 39 children aged four to six years;

The study generated a wealth of qualitative data in
the form of video output, transcripts, self-completion
questionnaires and focus group activity outputs e.g.
heatmaps.
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Methodological approach
In order to meet the objectives of this study, we adopted a tri-fold
methodology in order to incorporate the three distinct research audiences.

20 in-home paired depth interviews with children four to six years:
These sessions incorporated a range of activities with the children, including: coin recognition, spending
vs. saving choices, understanding needs vs wants and awareness of money vocabulary alongside a range
of discussion topics. In addition, parents completed self-completion questionnaires in order to gather more
detailed insight into their financial capability.

Ten focus group discussions with parents of four to six year olds
(one conducted online)
The main content of these sessions were discussion based, though also incorporated a self-completion
questionnaire about their financial capability, which parents completed at the start of the session. During the
session parents also identified on a ‘money map’ which money skills their children had a secure understanding of,
which ones are age appropriate, but their children hadn’t yet mastered, and which ones were not yet age
appropriate.

Eight online group discussions with teachers and childcare providers
Teachers completed a series of activities alongside online discussion as part of the session, specifically
they were: quick polls and identifying children’s current money skills on a money map.

Fieldwork locations
Paired depth interviews and focus groups
were conducted in rural and urban
locations across the UK (as indicated on
the map)
Teachers and childcare providers
participating in the online group
discussions were recruited from
across Scotland, England, Wales
and Northern Ireland.

Fieldwork timings
Most of the qualitative fieldwork was
conducted during w/c 9th, 16th, 23rd
and 30 September 2019, with one final
parents’ focus group session during
w/c 11 November 2019.
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Sample breakdown
During the in-home depth interviews, we spoke to a total of 39 children aged four to six years of age (along with at
least one of their parents):
Ethnicity:
Number of children:
White British

32

Asian (Indian, Pakistani)

5

Dual heritage

2

Housing & locality:

Money and Pensions Service macro segments:
The vast majority of
children in our research
sample were from homes
classified as ‘Squeezed.’
This is in line with the
Money and Pension
Service segmentation
demographics, which
indicates household
composition of those in
a Squeezed segment is
more likely than other
segments to have at
least two children.

Urban

25

Rural

14

Flat/maisonette

8

Terraced

9

Semi-detached

14

Detached

6

Other (e.g. pub)

2

Gender:

20 females

19 males

Household’s SEG:

Sample breakdown
Scotland x 8
Northern Ireland x 8
Wales x 7
England x 16
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In our focus group discussions, we spoke to 75 parents (from fresh sample to the paired depth interviews) who had
at least one child aged four – six years of age:
Parents’ age profile:

Child’s ethnicity:
White British

61

Dual heritage

5

Black British

3

Other (Asian, white Asian,
Indian, Caribbean, Pakistani)

6

Housing & locality:

Children’s ages (number of groups):

Four to four and a half years

2

four and a half to five years

1

five to five and a half years

1

five and a half to six years

1

Six to six and a half years

2

six and a half to under seven
years

1

SEN: four to under seven years

2

Parent’s gender:

Urban

50

Rural

25

Flat/maisonette

15

Terraced

21

Semi-detached

21

Detached

12

Other (e.g. pub)

6

53 females
Household’s SEG:

22 males

Money and Pension Service segments:

Sample breakdown
Scotland x 16
Northern Ireland x 16

Wales x 13
England x 30
Children and young people’s financial capability: four – six year olds
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We also spoke to 71 childcare providers and school teaching staff:
Year groups:

Staff job title/role:
Teacher

54

Childminder

12

Other
(nursey assistant,
TA, SEN TA)

5

Sample breakdown
Scotland x 19
Northern Ireland x 18

England x 19
Wales x 15
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Executive
Summary
Part one:
children
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Money skills comprehension
Within this study, children’s understanding of money and related skills are
limited to a basic comprehension between five and a half and six years, with
younger children, five years and under, showing few signs of understanding yet.
Prior to developing any money skills, the youngest children (under five years) in our study describe enjoying spending
time counting coins (the number of coins, rather than their value), holding coins in their hands, putting them in pockets,
purses or money boxes. However, this interest in money doesn’t start to develop into early stages of money
comprehension until around five and a half years. A number of areas are identified by parents, teachers and children
themselves as indicators of money skills comprehension in children aged four to six years:

Coin and note recognition
Language
Children in our study aged five and under, refer to
pennies and pounds rather than coins and notes.
Some even use the term dollars as a general term for
money, suggesting influence from American TV,
YouTube and gaming is shaping their understanding.
“I find Woody is watching YouTube, so a lot of
American kids are obviously talking about dollars.”
Mum, four and a half to five years, Squeezed, Belfast
Over the age of five years children are more
comfortable with the terms coins and notes.
Symbols
The symbols for £s and ps are not widely known
amongst children in our study aged four to six years.
The youngest children, five years or under, can even
assume the £ sign is a ‘3’ and the p is only recognised
as a letter in the alphabet rather than denoting pence.
This is particularly confusing for children in Wales
attending Welsh speaking schools where a c may be
used for ceiniogau (Welsh for pence).
“Since in Welsh we put a ‘c’ after the number, a lot
of time is taken to translate resources or explaining
to the children that when dealing with money we
put a ‘c’ after it.”
Teacher, year one/two, Wales
Recognising coin and note values
At four years of age recognising coin and note values
is reliant on guess work. At the time of the research
(September and October) the four-year-olds included
in the study were either yet to start school, or had
only recently joined reception class (or equivalent in
the nations), so learning numbers is still very new,
making coin recognition tricky.
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By year one (children are typically five years old in
September/October) most children included in the
research were able to ‘work out’ which coin is which
by looking at the number on the coin; however, they
do not yet recognise coins by sight. Indeed, confusion
can arise with 5p/50p coins and £5/£50 where the
larger numbers are less familiar for this age group.
From five and a half to six years the children in our
study were able to recognise at least some coins by
sight, particularly if parents have involved them in
paying for items when visiting the shops.

Understanding value
Parents and teachers alike report in the research that
children aged four to six years struggle to grasp the
value of money, even once the basics of coin and note
recognition is established. Instilling a sense of
monetary value is a priority for parents when focusing
on money skills. For parents, this sense of ‘value’ has a
range of desirable benefits:
• an understanding that some items are expensive,
means children are more likely to treat them with
care e.g. tablets, parent’s mobile phone;

“I’m looking for the silver one … it’s a five.”
Child, five and a half to six-years, Squeezed, Belfast

• an appreciation that if something is more expensive
then you have to save for it e.g. holidays overseas;

Summer born children in this age group also appear
to be more confident in recognising coins, perhaps
because they have been in the education system for
longer than a child of the same age in the school year
below.

“He asked which cost more, the holiday to Disney
or the camping trip in the UK. I said ‘well the
Disney holiday cost thousands, and the camping
holiday was hundreds. He said ‘wow, hundreds,
that’s loads’.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, England

How money is used in the real world
Shopping transactions
All children aged four to six years included in the
research have an understanding of the basic premise
of shopping transactions; a shopkeeper and a
customer, the exchange of money for goods.
However, the concept of receiving change (from cash
transactions) is confusing for all but the oldest
children (from six years onwards), who are able to
work out simple maths’ calculations, but even then,
change involving decimal place calculations (pence)
can be too difficult.
“Children may be used to observing transactions,
but they don’t have the concept of the value, so they
might assume every transaction involves change.
They need to understand matching prices and then
calculating.”
Teacher, year one/two, England
“We start to teach coins in year one, but their
understanding of place value is not consolidated at
this point so values higher than 20p are hard for
them … and they can’t decimalise yet as that doesn’t
come in until Year four, so pounds and pence are
really tricky for them.”
Teacher, year one/two, England
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• understanding that some items are poor value
e.g. cheap plastic toys, and not worth spending
any amount of money on;
• understanding that lots of coins doesn’t necessarily
mean a higher value; and
• consideration that different items have different
price points (values) and all things are not equal.
“They each got ten Euros to spend on holiday, one
chose two toys, while the other wanted one more
expensive toy … when we got home he was all
upset thinking his brother had more than he did.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, England
“But if you give them a hundred pennies instead of
the pound it would be their dreams come true!”
Mum, four and a half to five years, England
While the parents in the study may be keen to instil
the value of money in children before moving on
to other aspects of money skills, they don’t always
recognise that in order for children to comprehend
value they first need to understand some more basic
money skills e.g. coin recognition.
Needs vs. wants
The youngest children (under five years) involved
in the research find it difficult to differentiate needs
from wants, particularly when the want is very strong.
Sweets, stickers and toys in particular are more likely
to be considered ‘needs’ at this young age.
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“They [a friendly alien who has come to visit earth]
need the toy aeroplane, stickers and sweets … they
need three meals a day .. a comfy bed yeah .. yeah
and they need it [somewhere to live] to sleep in.”
Child, four to four and a half years, Squeezed, England
Most of the children over five years of age included
in the research are able to more clearly distinguish
between needs and wants, which can come as a
pleasant surprise to parents. Parents of these children
consider that perhaps the words ‘need’ and ‘want’
are used interchangeably by children when asking
parents for sweets, toys etc. but in fact the
difference between the two are understood.
Making the ‘correct’ decisions about needs vs. wants
in different scenarios again illustrates the limited
capacity to understand the nuances under the age
of five years. From talking to the children involved
in the research, we found that:
• Children over five years will typically choose a snack
if they are hungry (over a toy), but children five
years and under can be more tempted by the toy
particularly if they cannot relate to the scenario of
being hungry.
“I choose the toy [Moderator: Even if, like it says,
you were hungry?] ... but I’m not hungry just now.”
Boy, five to five and a half years, Squeezed, Wales
• Similarly, those younger children (under five years)
are more likely to spend their money on stickers
rather than a bus fare to get home.
• When deciding how to allocate £5 across three
choices (toy, snack and saving money) the youngest
children are often driven by instincts and the picture
they like best on the activity card, rather than
making a considered choice.

Where money comes from?
Earning money
In the first instance children taking part in the
research report that money comes from Mum and
Dad. Other places recalled include; the cash machine,
the supermarket (some have seen parents get
cashback, but younger children can also be confused
when seeing parents receiving change at the
checkouts), the money shop (bank), grandparents and
even the tooth fairy gets a mention.
Even the youngest children at four to four and a half
years tend to know that mum and dad get their
money by going to work to earn it. This has often
cropped up naturally in conversation when children
ask why their parents are going to work (rather than
staying with them all day).
“I’ll say, I have to go to work so we have food in the
cupboards and somewhere to live, and so you can
have nice toys to play with.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Squeezed, Wales
Amongst the children included in the research, the
concept of earning money is understood by
all children aged four to six years, and from five
years some can recount that different jobs are paid
differing amounts (teachers confirm this is taught in
school in year one), but in reality, they have limited
comprehension beyond this. Indeed, awareness of
different types of jobs (outside those their parents
may have or those they see in their immediate worlds)
are understandably limited and they struggle to
discern which jobs pay more or less.
“[Moderator: ‘Who earns the most money?]
‘People who do the big jobs, like teachers,
or looking after people and animals.”
Girl, five to five and a half years, Squeezed, England

• Children from five years of age typically spread their
coins across the three options, spreading their bets.
• Some children put all the money on the toy,
although this is more of a signifier that they really
want the toy, rather than they expect a toy of
greater value than children who only allocate
one or two pounds on the toy.
• Only those children who are more familiar with the
concept of saving tend to put all or most of their
money on this option.
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Parents included in the research who work from
home, report this is often a difficult concept for
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children from four to six years to grasp. Children
can assume that the parent ‘who goes out’ to work
earns the money for the household, rather than
one who works from home.
“... and then he said, ‘I’ll ask daddy because he earns
all the money’. So, he understands that daddy goes
out to work and earns money, whereas because I’m
at home, even though I’m working, he doesn’t see
that ... because I drop him off and pick him up each
day and I’m always at home for him, he doesn’t
think I work.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, Cushioned, England

How children get money
Pocket money
The younger children (under six years) involved in the
research are often unfamiliar with the term ‘pocket
money’ (unless the term has been introduced to an
older sibling).
“Yes [I know what that is] it is money that goes
in your pockets.”
Boy, five to five and a half years, Cushioned, England
Most children four to six years in the research don’t
receive a regular pocket money allowance yet, with
parents assuming they are too young. Some parents
anticipate starting regular pocket money from around
seven or eight years of age. Although those with older
siblings, or half-siblings (who already get pocket
money) may get pocket money from as early as
five or six years of age.
Those children in our study who do receive pocket
money are often encouraged to help out with jobs
at home in exchange for their pocket money, e.g.
tidying bedroom, helping stack the dishwasher.
Some receive pocket money ‘there and then’ on
completing a job, according to an amount previously
agreed for different chores, others get their money at
the end of the week.
Earning money
A minority of children in the research actually helped
parents with ‘grown up’ jobs in exchange for money.
This is regarded as more than just pocket money and
more like earning money in a grown-up sense.
“She will help me set up the lights [for her dad’s
mobile disco business] and she knows she can
earn £5 for that.”
Dad, six to six and a half years, Wales
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Occasional gifts
Some children in the study also describe receiving
occasional money from relatives (e.g. as/when
grandparents visit), or from parents for good
behaviour, doing well at school or for helping
out at home.
“I don’t give him pocket money, but he gets money
from like grandparents and for birthdays and stuff.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, England
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However, for younger children (under six years)
these ‘rewards’ will often take the form of a treat
(e.g. comic or sweets) rather than actual money,
effectively bypassing the potential money skills
learning opportunity.

Saving money
How money is saved by children
Most children aged four to six years in the study have
a money box; we observed a variety of sizes, shapes
and styles, from dinosaur money boxes, a Noah’s ark
to a special silver one. A few girls describe having
a purse in addition, or instead of, a money box.
However, some money boxes or purses can be lost,
broken or simply kept ‘up high’ and so are out of
sight and out of mind.
Most children who are saving money occasionally, or
more regularly, describe saving with no real purpose
or objective in mind. They are saving money because
they have been told to, or for some, because they like
to keep it in one place so they can count it once in
a while.
The parents included in the research, on reflection,
feel while they have encouraged their child to save
money, they haven’t always explained the purpose
or value in doing so, as such, it is more of a habit than
an active decision to save. Crucially, because these
children are not saving for a particular occasion or
item, they seem less able to move further along with
the idea of items having a ‘value.’ Indeed, when
choosing a comic, toy or similar outside of birthdays
and Christmas their parents will provide the money
rather than suggest dipping into their money box
savings. Their children are saving for savings’ sake.
Conversely, some children from five and a half years
onwards involved in the study, who are saving with a
specific purpose in mind (encouraged by parents) e.g.
holiday spends, for a particular toy or piece of
jewellery, appear more motivated to save regularly
and have a better understanding of the reason for
saving money.
“It is very important [to save] because something
that I really want I will need to save up for it to
have enough money to get it.”
Girl, five and a half to six years, Squeezed, Scotland
In addition, parents in the research often mention
bank accounts and Junior ISAs which are held in their
child’s name; however, children have little or no
awareness of their money saved in the bank and
certainly don’t recall how much is saved. Even when
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children are aware (according to parents) it is not
sufficiently top of mind for them to recall it when
talking about what money they have. Once more
it seems, out of sight and out of mind.
Keeping money safe
Of the children included in the study, in principle they
‘know’ and can repeat that money should be kept
safe e.g. in a purse, in a money box (perhaps even on
a certain shelf), in their room. The idea of someone
losing some money or misplacing a purse evokes
appropriate emotive descriptions e.g. sad, cross,
crying amongst all ages of children four to six years.
“You’d be crying ... crying, yeah and anxious ...
sad and angry.”
Girl, five to five and a half years, Squeezed, Wales
In reality though, parents in the study report that their
children frequently lose or misplace their money and
don’t necessarily look after it well at all.
“I don’t think she has any idea of the value of
money, so if you give her a coin she just loses it,
it’s lost within days. The Octonauts money box she
spoke about has nothing in it even though I have
given her coins, there’s just no value.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Squeezed, Wales
Banks are mentioned by a few older children (from
five and a half years), but they are not top of mind.
Of the parents in the research, they feel that the lack
of tangible pass books, fewer banks on the high
street and an increasing reliance on internet and
telephone banking means banks are less familiar to
children today than when parents were children
themselves. Few parents have taken their child to a
bank branch.

Borrowing money
The parents and teachers involved in the research
support the same view that children four to six
years have no comprehension of borrowing money.
The language around borrowing money is unfamiliar
to children aged four to six years e.g. debt, mortgage.
The term ‘credit card’ is more familiar, but tends to be
used in the context of any bank card rather than
distinguishing itself from debit cards.
Parents feel strongly that this is an area which is
inappropriate for children four to six years to be
concerned with, and could risk unduly worrying
them about what are ostensibly regarded as
‘grown up’ matters.
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“They are little for such a short time, I think
as a parent you want to protect that innocence
rather than have them worry about debts and
stuff like that.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Wales
Interestingly, one teacher participating in the research
explained the principle of ‘negative’ money to some of
her year two pupils (aged six to seven) and found they
were quite shocked by the very idea.

ATM cash withdrawals
Some children involved in the research have seen/
can recall seeing their parents getting money from
an ATM, but again without the link to a bank account
this is just a machine giving out money, although
some parents will try to explain that the money
they are taking out belongs to them.

“I touched on negative money with some of my
more streetwise Year Twos ... it blew their minds!
They saw it as stealing!”
Teacher, year one/two, England

Online payments
Online purchases are familiar to the children from
five years of age who were involved in the research,
although their language tends to be more descriptive
of the device than the method, e.g. buying things on
the computer, or on the phone.

Invisible money

These children are able to recall various examples of
online purchases made by parents, sometimes with
their involvement in making purchase decisions.

Contactless and chip and pin payments
There is a high awareness amongst the children in the
study of bank cards being used in shops, particularly
contactless. In London this is also a familiar action
when travelling on public transport (Oyster cards).
However, these children have no comprehension of
how contactless or chip and pin works, and how this
equates to paying for goods. It is an action which
occurs whilst shopping, but one without context or
understanding. In the absence of any experience of
visiting a bank or an understanding of bank accounts,
the parents in the research report they feel unsure
how to go about explaining these ‘invisible
payments’ to their child.
“I’ll often let her ‘tap’ the card to pay for the
shopping, but she doesn’t really get that I am
paying for it at that point, it’s just a fun thing to do.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Squeezed, Wales
“When we were growing up, money was there, it
was money as in physical money. Trying to get them
to understand that when you tap that card, or tap
your phone that there’s no physical money, but you
are still giving them money”
Mum, four to four and a half years, England
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“This morning me and mummy looked at something
for my birthday on her phone.”
Girl, six to six and a half years, Wales
“Me and dad bought toilet paper on the computer.”
Boy, five to five and a half years, Wales
“I have got new Converse and we got them online.”
Girl, five and a half to six years, Scotland
But payment for online purchases is a mystery to the
younger children in the study. Older children (from six
years) wonder whether you pay the delivery person
when the goods arrive at your house, but most
children participating in the research just don’t know.
“Well, you just go onto the thing and click
on it and no pay, you just no pay.”
Boy, six and a half to seven years, Wales
Of course, there is an inherent risk if the purchase
of online goods is not explained to children that
they can assume they are ‘free.’
Of the parents in the study, a few also mention
making payments by Apple watch, or Apple Pay
on their phones, but the children do not seem to
have picked up on this latest development in
payment methods.
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Some of these parents question whether children
even need to learn about coins and notes given the
move towards invisible money. However, the
teachers involved in the research feel strongly that
learning about the basics of money needs to start
with money in a tangible form, in order to provide a
relatable context for the more abstract concept of
invisible money transactions.
“Even though their parents are now mostly using
cards, it is still important to be able to recognise all
coins and knowing that they are getting the correct
amount of change from spending. They should also
learn that you can only buy something when you
have enough.”
Teacher, primary one, Scotland

Feelings about money
The parents included in the research don’t tend to
have high expectations of their children’s ability to
describe how they feel about money. But in fact, at
a simplistic level, we found that children do have an
understanding from around five and a half years of
age about some of the emotions which might be
experienced around money.

In-app purchases
Parents participating in the research also mention inapp purchases as another type of ‘invisible money’
purchase which some children have encountered but
don’t fully understand and again assume it isn’t real
money.
“The kids are on them games and they’ve got
$10,000 on a virtual credit card, but then there’s
stuff you can buy with real money.”
Mum, four to four and a half years, Scotland

Impact of invisible payments on children’s
money skills comprehension
On reflection, the parents in the study feel they rely
heavily on invisible payments, with some stating they
rarely carry cash. This reliance on contactless, card
payments or online transactions means their children
have few opportunities to learn from experience.

Children and young people’s financial capability: four – six year olds

If someone spends all their money and has no money
left, the children in the study from as young as five
and a half years expect that person to be sad because
they won’t be able to buy anything else that they
might need. Interestingly, these children tended to
focus on the negative associations after spending all
their money, rather than considering any possible
highs the person might feel while they were spending.
“Sad because they won’t have any more money left
because they’ll keep doing it and then they won’t
be able to buy anything like won’t be able to buy
a house.”
Girl, six to six and a half years, Wales
This is in contrast to how children participating in
the research describes feeling excited when they
spend some of their own money e.g. on a much
sought-after toy.
The children in the research from five and a half
years expect someone who has savings to feel
happy. However, this happiness is because of their
ability to spend these savings in future, rather than
any pleasure taken from just having a savings buffer.
“If they have lots of money saved they will
be happy because they can buy bigger things
one day.”
Child, five and a half to six years, England
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Foundations to
acquiring money skills
The parents included in the research prioritise other areas during early
stages of child development, but opportunities to acquire money skills are
introduced by some parents from when their child is around six years.
Child development priorities for parents
The priorities of the parents in the study, with regards
children’s development and learning between the
aged of four to six years, is focused on:
• behaviour e.g. not hitting, sharing,
being kind, listening, doing as told;
• using manners e.g. please, thank-you;
• social skills e.g. respecting personal
space, making friends, managing emotions
appropriately in different scenarios;
• school readiness e.g. putting on coats
and shoes, changing for PE lessons;
• confidence and resilience, particularly
with settling into school; and
• supporting school learning
e.g. phonics, numeracy, reading.
Money skills are not spontaneously mentioned by
parents as an area they consciously prioritise in
their child’s development between four to six years.
“It is really about working on their behaviour at this
age ... stopping them from trying to kill each other.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Wales
Parents in the research are reluctant to educate very
young children about money
In the context of parents’ priority areas, most
parents of children six years or under involved in the
research, express resistance to ‘teaching’ their
children about money, feeling they are just too
young. This is in part due to the perceived complexity
of the topic of money, but also a feeling that young
children have so many new experiences and areas of
learning to focus on and money skills are simply not
necessary yet.
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Moreover, the idea of parents formally teaching
their children about money can feel quite daunting,
leaving parents in this study unsure where to start.
Instead, some parents of children aged four to six
years feel their role is to make the most of real-life
everyday experiences and use them as start point for
discussions and opportunities for children to learn.
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Where and how an
understanding of money
skills are developed
We can observe from the children in this research, that their understanding
about money primarily comes from home and family, developed by everyday
experiences; school lessons meanwhile provide necessary mathematical skills
and role play scenarios to cement learning.
Play based learning
Children’s early experiences of money are centred
around play, first just playing with coins and notes
(real or play money), before developing into role
playing e.g. shops, post-office.
The parents and teachers involved in the research
report that girls are particularly fond of role-playing
scenarios involving cash e.g. playing shops, keeping a
purse with money.
Toy tills with play money are a popular toy from
two/three years of age and many children in the
study aged four to six years still have one at home,
although it tends to be played with less as they get
older (outside of those who enjoy playing shops)
and may be broken, misplaced or missing batteries.
“I have a till but it needs batteries, I haven’t played
with it in a while … mum do you know where my till
is? Can I go and get it?”
Boy, six to six and a half years, Wales

Learning through observation
and everyday experiences
Of the parents in the study, some encourage money
skills in their young children through responding to
child-led questions and encouraging their child to
engage in everyday scenarios involving money skills,
for example:
• going to the shops: answering queries about
purchase decisions, allowing them to help with
self-scanning, ‘tapping’ for contactless payments
or occasionally handing over money to the sales
assistant;
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• paying for items: being given the opportunity to pay
for an item at the till and wait for change,
particularly if spending birthday money;
• ‘tapping’ parents’ card for contactless payments:
often about entertaining their child at the end of
a shop rather than trying to explain the nature of
contactless payments;
• giving to charity and supporting school
fundraisers: talking about how some people
have less money than others, some people
need additional financial support;
• taking tuck shop money to school: being
responsible for taking a small sum of money
to school and choosing how to spend it on
tuck shop items;
• saving money for a specific occasion or item;
• visiting the bank: a minority of parents also
include their child in visits to the bank e.g.
depositing business takings, putting birthday
money into a bank account;
• earning pocket money by helping at home: being
paid an agreed sum of money (on an ad-hoc basis or
in the form of regular pocket money) with different
‘conditions’ attached e.g. certain jobs or activities
which need to be completed each week; and
• helping parents in their grown-up jobs (in a
minority of cases) e.g. setting up the lights for dad’s
mobile disco business.
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Within the research sample, it is the parents who
are consciously thinking about the importance of
putting the foundations for money skills in place
who will create natural conversations and everyday
scenarios in which to discuss money with their young
children. These parents recognise the importance
of money skills and want to foster organic learning
opportunities rather than instil formal tutoring.

Teachers across all four nations participating in the
research, state that money skills (e.g. coin recognition,
adding and calculating change) are taught as part of
the maths curriculum.
A range of maths applications are taught in the
context of practical applications to enable children
to apply their knowledge across measurements such
as length, time and money.

“As soon as they start asking for things I think it
is important to say ‘if you want this toy you have
to earn it.’”
Parent, five to five and a half years, Cushioned,
England

Some schools also incorporate more practical money
usage applications with the Personal Social Health and
Economic (PSHE) curriculum e.g. role-playing money
transactions.

“If we’re shopping and they ask for the expensive
yogurts I’ll say ‘no, we’ll get these ones because
they are on offer, so they’re better value’.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, England

While school plays an important role in a child’s
development of money skills, teachers and parents
agree that the most important skills will be developed
through real-life every day experiences within the
family unit.

However, this approach is not universal across
the parents with children aged four to six years
involved in the research, with many reporting they
have simply not thought of doing this previously,
in many cases feeling like children at this age
are too young to start learning money skills.

“That’s why using it every day is important –
teaching the skills throughout the year and
handling real money and using it for real purpose,
rather than just teaching a money unit for three
weeks of the year.”
Teacher, year one/two, England

“I must admit it [taking part in this research] has
made me think about talking to Jess more about
money, I was quite shocked by how little she knew.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, England

“It’s like telling the time, it can’t be taught in
a week at home, it needs to be constant.”
Teacher, year one/two, England

“I’ve never explained the value of things. I’ve
just said ‘Mummy can’t afford it’, I don’t go into
explaining whether a LOL doll is really worth £25.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Wales

(See part three: Education for greater detail on
where money skills fit in the education landscape).

However, even the parents in the research who are
consciously encouraging money conversations with
their young children draw the line at discussing more
grown up and private financial matters openly with
their children (for example, credit card debt, size of
mortgage), feeling this could be overwhelming for
them. That said, a few do reflect that they have
perhaps had discussions with partners in front of their
young children which, in retrospect, are too complex
and advanced for their young ears e.g. redundancy,
raising funds for a house build.

School-based learning
We learnt from the teachers involved in the study
that children who attend pre-school or nursery
settings are introduced to money skills through play
from the age of three years e.g. visiting local shops
and using money to pay for items, role-playing shops
in the childcare setting.

Children and young people’s financial capability: four – six year olds
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Child-centric influences on
a child’s financial capability
Child-centric influences may impact positively or negatively on a child’s
financial capability potential.
Child led influences
Ages/stages of cognitive development
Fundamentally children’s capacity for learning will
broadly be determined by their age and stage of
development. According to Piaget’s four stages
of cognitive development in children (source:
https://www.simplypsychology.org/piaget.html),
children aged four to six years are in the
‘preoperational stage’ of development, when they
are learning through pretend play, but struggle with
logic and taking the point of view of other people.
At this young age their capacity for understanding
more abstract concepts, such as value or invisible
money, will always be limited.
Gender
The parents and teachers in the study report that girls
often favour role-playing shops/using money, ‘sitting’
for an extended period for a task and using a purse or
handbag ‘like mum’. All these elements can result
in girls showing higher aptitude for money skills in
the early stages of development between four and six
years.
In addition, teachers in the research report that girls’
maturity levels tend to exceed that of boys at this age,
giving them an edge in terms of patience and
perseverance when learning about money e.g.
drawing coins, making coin rubbings using paper and
crayons, coin recognition tasks, role play.
“The girls tend to do a bit better, they tend to
have more interest in playing with money and
role-playing shopkeepers.”
Teacher, year one/two, England
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Inquisitive nature of the child
The extent to which the child is inquisitive and
questioning by nature plays a key role in whether
the child asks questions about money and purchase
decisions. If the child is driving the questions, the
parents in the research report that they are more
likely to use the opportunity to explain about different
money related topics.
“I was sorting out some old toys for the charity
and he asked me what I was doing. When I
explained that some children don’t have toys
he was really upset and helped choose other
toys to give them. It was a chance to talk about how
some people have more [money] than others.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, England
Child’s academic attainment level
On its own a child’s academic attainment level is
not necessarily an indicator of how well a child
will acquire age appropriate money skills, although
in combination with other factors e.g. parents’
attitudes and family financial circumstances, it can
play a part.
The teachers in the research report that
mathematical ability (of all areas of academic
attainment) is perhaps most influential e.g.
number recognition, place value, adding up
values and calculating change.
That said a child with real-life experience of
money can often overcome any short-fall in
their maths attainment.
“I’ve met lower attaining children who are
a whizz at adding up coins because they have
lots of experience at home.”
Teacher, year one/two, England
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Children with special
educational needs (SEN)
The breadth of scope of abilities and/or challenges posed by children
with SEN means the impact on capacity for developing money skills
varies from diagnosis to diagnosis and from child to child.
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)

High functioning autism

Some children on the autism spectrum may be able
to learn money skills in a school setting alongside their
peers, but others are likely to find it very challenging.

Teachers in the research describe some children
with ‘high functioning autism’ who may struggle
with social connections, emotional sensitivity or
fixation on a particular idea or subject, but in fact
intellectually are on par with their peers and do
not struggle with learning money skills.

Parents of children with ASD included in the research
report that making choice decisions such as ‘need’
vs. ‘want’ when shopping is problematic for children
with ASD.
“He won’t understand that we need to buy groceries
and I only have £10 in my purse, if he ‘needs’ a comic
that day then we’ll end up getting that and then I
just have less for groceries. It’s too hard to explain
we don’t need the comic, we need the groceries,
he can’t see the difference and will get upset if he
doesn’t get what he wants.”
Mum, child with SEN, England
Additionally, one parent in our research who has
a child with ASD, describes her child having highly
challenging behaviour, which can result in expensive
items (e.g. a tablet) getting broken on a regular basis.
Explaining that certain items are expensive to a child
with severe ASD may be too difficult a concept for
them to grasp, resulting in frustration and upset for
parents, in addition to the extra cost for replacements
or repairs.
“My youngest is six and is ASD, he can be quite
violent and aggressive so we’re always fixing things,
so that’s another cost.”
Mum, child with SEN, England
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That said, parents in this study with a child who has
high functioning autism feel their child will struggle
with more abstract concepts when they are older,
for example people making different choices about
how they spend or save money.
“I’ve got ‘different choices’ just thinking about
my little boy, there is no world that exists
beyond him and his world, and he can’t empathise
with others, so thinking about other people’s
choices, maybe not.”
Mum, child with SEN, England

ADD/ADHD
Of those involved in the research, parents of children
with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), or Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) feel their
children can struggle to make good decisions about
spending.
“Even if I explain that I can’t afford it, or say ‘if
mummy buys this then we can’t have this’ he
wouldn’t care if he wants something. There’s an
empathy missing there and attention span. I think
they have another hurdle to understanding about
money stuff that other children might not have.”
Mum, child with SEN, England
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Development delay
Some of the parents spoken to describe severe
development delay in their child, as such an interest
in learning money skills feels a long way off for them,
while they focus on communication with a non-verbal
child, or managing anger and behavioural issues.
“Alan is very oral sensory, so he would try to put
all the coins in his mouth. But they are starting
to cover this at school and they’re starting to
take the children to Tesco to buy things.”
Mum, child with SEN, England
“My son is non-verbal and developmentally
is the same as an 18-month-old. I don’t know
when, if ever, he’ll be ready to think about
how money works.”
Mum, child with SEN, England

Additional support needs
for children with SEN
The parents of children with SEN included in the
study often prioritise other areas of their development
and as such developing money skills feels like a long
way off for some of their children.
However, when the time is right, these parents
would welcome additional resources and support
to help children with SEN, for example parents with a
child with SEN mention:
• Child Learning Disability team (CLDT*) in hospital
expected to offer advice for those parents in
England who already access this support;
• TV programmes (aimed at a pre-school audience to
ensure sufficient simplicity for children with SEN)
could help explain money transactions in very simple
terms e.g. CBeebies’ Biggleton; a pre-school live
action series featuring a cast of five to seven year
olds who go around an imaginary town pretending
to be grown-ups;
• Books with step by step, simple information,
similar to ‘Alan’s Big Scary Teeth’ a book aimed at
children from two years about the importance of
brushing teeth.

*works closely with other services to provide specialist
support to people with a learning disability, and also
their families carers. They might work with physios,
education, community care, mental health care,
speech and language therapists.
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Part two: parents
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Parents’ financial capability
According to those involved in the research, parents’ attitudes and
behaviour towards money (spending and saving) together with their
own experiences of money growing up, shapes how they choose to
talk (or not talk) to their children about money. From analysis of differing
parental experiences and behaviours, the following model is created:
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Parents’ own parents as role models
Consistently, the parents in the study talk about
the importance of their own parents in shaping their
attitudes and behaviours towards money and also in
how they now approach money matters
with their own children.
After talking with these parents, four different
adult types are identified in the research:
1. had a good parent role model and continues
that pattern: continues to follow the example
set by their own parents. They continue to
budget carefully, live within their means and
save regularly. Provide an ongoing positive
role model for their young children;
2. had a good parent role model but are less
financially capable themselves: found the strict
budgeting of their parent(s) overly restrictive and
now choose to spend more than save and indulge
their children (whether financially able to or not);
3. had a poor or absent parent role model, but
have learnt how to be more financially capable
themselves (minority): have made mistakes
e.g. credit card debt and poor credit rating in
late teens/early twenties, but have turned
things round (either on their own or with
the support of a partner who is good with
money management); and
4. had a poor or absent parent role model and have
struggled to break the cycle of poor financial
management: spend rather than save, may have
debts which in some cases can feel out of control
“My mum’s very good with money. They’ve tried
their best to bring me and my sister up to be good
with money. Unfortunately, we’re not as good as
them ... I think we’ve always been quite spoiled
and then we’ve always had the bank of mum and
dad in the background to bail us out if things
have happened.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, England
“I was, to be honest quite self-taught. Like when
I was very young, I would save up pocket money
and I’d always save up my lunch money.”
Mum, four to four and a half years, England
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What does this mean for communication?
Whilst not tested in this study, we can draw
hypotheses from our analysis as to what type of
communication approach may be more appropriate
for each adult type:
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•

adult outcome one (had a good parent role
model and continues that pattern): may be
receptive to ideas to help them continue the
positive behaviour pattern of sensible money
management to their own child(ren);

•

adult outcome two (had a good parent role
model, but are less financially capable
themselves): may see the value in ensuring
their child(ren) do not follow their example
and instead develop better money skills. But,
communication would need to be handled
sensitively;

•

adult outcome three (had a poor or absent
parent role model, but have learnt how to
be more financially capable themselves):
likely to be appreciate any ideas to ensure
they can encourage their child(ren) to
develop positive relationships with money
and good money skills, as they/their parents
did not have necessarily have this support;
and

•

adult outcome four (had a poor or absent
parent role model and have struggled to
break the cycle of poor financial
management): may react defensively given
their own lack of skills in this area, so
sensitive handling would be key.
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Role models in adulthood
Some of the parents in the study, particularly those
who self-describe as being less capable at managing
their finances, have benefitted from the positive role
model of a partner who is good at managing their
money. As a result, together they offer a more
positive role model for their child(ren).
Setting up a home together and starting a family
both necessitate conversations about money,
managing money jointly and how to approach
spending vs. saving as a family unit.
“I had a partner previously who was terrible with
money, he would spend it faster than he earned it,
it got me into some bad habits. But my husband is
very sensible and we now save each month and set
rules for spending on the kids … like big things are
for birthdays and Christmas.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, England
Nature vs. nurture
Underpinning the role modelling by parents (or
partners) is what appears to be a more instinctive
‘hard wiring’ of attitudes and behaviours to finances
for some. Even within adult sibling groups, brought
up with the same parents/role models, attitudes and
behaviours towards money can be markedly different.
Some are ‘natural spenders’ while others prefer
to save.
“I am very cautious, I always plan for the worst-case
scenario ... like how many months could we manage
for if I was made redundant. Whereas my brother
is a real spender, he spends a fortune on the kids’
Christmas gifts … and he doesn’t earn any more
than me.”
Dad, five to five and a half years, England
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Parent-led influences
on children’s financial
capability
In addition to child-centric influences
on a child’s financial capability
potential, a passive avoidance of
talking to children about money
emerges as the greatest ‘parent led’
barrier to some five and a half to sixyear-olds not achieving age
appropriate understanding about
money.
Parental or family led influences
on a child’s financial capability
Presence of older siblings
Those children in the study with older siblings
appear in many cases to be a little more
knowledgeable about money, having been
exposed to conversations about money from
siblings (in addition to parents).
Moreover, some parents involved in the research,
report they introduced pocket money and/or
opportunities to earn money for helping out with
chores earlier with second child than the first.
“Cayleigh started doing a few jobs and earning
money from about six, but only because her
brother who is 13 was getting money for doing
chores, so she wanted to do the same.”
Mum, six and a half to six years, Wales
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Parent’s attitudes and approach to enhancing their
child’s life-skills learning opportunities
Within this research sample, some parents believe it is
important to be proactive in ‘teaching’ or finding
opportunities to develop their child’s learning and lifeskills’ development through everyday life. This tends
to be a broad reaching approach, encompassing all
manner of life-skills and knowledge. So, it might
include talking about nature, climate change or bird
migration on a family trip to the park, or where money
comes from, what good value looks like or savings on
a trip to the shops or the bank. These parents will seek
out opportunities for learning e.g. encouraging their
child to hand over the money for their ice-cream and
wait for change, or visit the bank with their child if
depositing some birthday money into their account.

Religious beliefs
Muslim families in our research describe debt being
forbidden and wastefulness frowned upon, in their
faith. As such, there is a strong ethos of being careful
with money, saving for what you want and under no
circumstances getting into debt.

Family’s financial circumstances
In less affluent families within our research sample,
children often have quite different experiences
with money compared to more affluent households.
Some parents on a more restricted budget will more
frequently talk about prices, affordability of items,
budgeting and possibly even saving for future
purchases.
“My previous partner was a gambler and a drug
addict. I ended up in a Women’s Refuge with my
older two with just the clothes on our backs, so they
have had first-hand experience of having nothing
and so they really appreciate what we have now.
My youngest didn’t go through that, but it has still
shaped the way we live and budget for things so
she is very much the same way.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Wales
However, lower affluence alone is not an indicator
of which children are more likely to have a good
awareness of money and money skills compared to
other households. As previously mentioned, it is the
parents’ financial capability and their willingness or
ability to talk to their children about money which
is more likely to influence the child’s understanding.
Indeed, in some lower affluence families, parents may
feel they do not want to over-burden their children
and/or may feel the situation is just too difficult to
talk about with their children.
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Exceptional circumstances
Some parents in the research describe unique family
circumstances which can mean their children have
more exposure to using money and therefore
potentially a greater understanding of money than
their peers. Examples include:

Some overshare their financial worries with children
Some feel in retrospect that they may overburden
their children with how they talk about money.

• A five and a half to six year old girl whose mum runs
a pub and occasionally the child will ‘help’ mum
behind the bar and sees money and card
transactions take place frequently (Wales);
• A four and a half to five year old whose grandad
runs a shop and the child gets to ‘help out’ from
time to time (England); and
• A six to six and a half year old whose mum is a
childminder. Mum pays her daughter £5 a week in
exchange for allowing the children she looks after to
play with her daughter’s toys. As toys get broken or
disappear her daughter can use her savings to buy
new ones (Northern Ireland).
However, such exceptional circumstances alone are
not enough for children to learn money skills by just
watching what is happening. Some parents in our
research can assume that they are providing a rich
learning environment (e.g. by their child regularly
visiting their shop and seeing transactions with
customers, money changing hands and card payments
being processed), however without explanation and
regular discussion the opportunity to learn can be lost
as young children do not automatically understand
what is going on in the retail setting.
“I am really surprised he didn’t know more
about money to be honest. I run a food shop
and he’s in there all the time seeing customers
come in and pay for things, I suppose I assumed
he’d just pick things up along the way. But it’s
made me realise that we need to talk to him
about what it all means.”
Dad, six to six and a half years, Wales

Talking to children about money
According to those included in the research, the
parents’ own money experiences when growing
up, followed by their financial capability as adults,
shape their approach towards talking to their own
children about money matters.
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Other parents shield their children
from any money related discussions
At the other end of the scale, a minority of those in
the study want to shield and protect their children
from the burden and responsibility of money by not
talking about it at all.

However, other parents in the study
describe striking a balance by talking to their
children in an age appropriate way about money
Those who are more financially capable and in
control of their financial situation, describe being
able to frame the conversation about money more
positively for their young children. They selectively
choose language which is age appropriate, positive
but unambiguous so as not to burden their children
with any money worries.
“It’s too expensive to buy today, we’ll need
to save up for that.”
Mum, six to six and a half years, Squeezed, Wales
“You’ll need to add it to your Christmas wish
list because we’re not buying toys today.”
Mum, five to five and a half years, Cushioned, England
Interestingly, the parents in our research who tend to
have positive conversations about money
with their children come from both affluent and less
families. It seems a parent’s financial capability is at
the root of their confidence in talking to their
children about money in an age appropriate,
measured way, rather than their financial
circumstances.
These parents believe it is healthy to give children
information about money, the value of money and
making good decisions about money as/when
situations arise.
“I never say ‘I don’t have money’, it’s always
‘We can work towards saving for that’ or we
have a holiday pot to save up for the holidays.”
Mum, four to four and a half years, Squeezed, England
“You’re not burdening them with the worries that
money can bring adults, but you are introducing
it at a younger age. Like ‘this is money, this what
it does, you can save it and buy your own things
when you are older.”
Mum, four to four and a half years, Northern Ireland
“I just feel like if you don’t help them learn what to
do with the money, they would just spend whatever
they get because they don’t know better.”
Dad, six to six and a half years, England
“I think what they’re learning at this age is going to
be crucial … if they manage money well now they’re
more likely to carry on doing so in the years’ ahead.
So, I think it’s really important to teach, at least
some information about money.”
Dad, six to six and a half years, England
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Parent-led barriers to children
achieving financial capability
In contrast to those parents in our research who are
comfortable and capable of talking to their children
about money in an age appropriate way, some
parental influence in fact acts as a barrier to children
reaching their full age-appropriate potential with
regards money skills and behaviour.
Two, entirely avoidable barriers emerge.
Passive avoidance of talking to children about money
For many parents involved in the research, with
children aged five and a half to six years (who are old
enough for parents to start putting the foundations
of learning about money in place), it simply doesn’t
occur to them to talk to their children about money,
and/or they assume it is covered in school.
As such, their children tend to be, sometimes quite
unintentionally, sheltered from day to day ‘money
socialisation’ experiences which could provide
opportunities for them to learn about money, e.g.:
• Visits to the supermarket are often avoided due
to children’s dislike of shopping and/or additional
hassle and/or expense of taking children on grocery
shopping trips.
• Questions from enquiring young minds about
money related topics can be ignored, or quick and
simplistic responses given to shut down further
discussion e.g. ‘what are you doing?’ when paying
by Contactless.
• Money and spending decisions are made without
articulating the rationale to children e.g. reasons
why parent doesn’t allow the child to buy a comic,
or let them go on the supermarket rides on this
occasion.
• Parents relying heavily (or even solely) on
invisible payment methods, making it harder for
children to assimilate the link between receiving
goods in exchange for payment. In addition, the
opportunities to understand about change being
given are also lost.
• Child(ren) getting money or treats without any
link to the child ‘earning’ the reward through
effort or endeavour.

More active avoidance also inhibits learning for
a minority of children. Driven by the belief that
children are too young at four to six years to
learn about money
The attitude(s) of parents towards developing
money skills in young children is critical as they
effectively act as gatekeepers to the child’s
exposure to everyday money experiences and
opportunities to use money in real life scenarios,
both of which are crucial to a strong foundation
in money skills development.
Those who do not see the value in money skills’
development at a young age are less likely to talk
to their children about money or provide them
with experiences to learn.
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Part three:
education
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How and what money skills
are taught at this age?
Teachers involved in the study recognise that teaching money skills in
Early Years and Key Stage one (or equivalent) is key to ensuring consistency
of children’s learning, regardless of background, parental attitudes towards
talking about money and their financial capabilities. School can help to
ensure that no children are ‘left behind’ in their money skills development.
What money skills are taught by
childminders, nurseries and in pre-school
settings?
Children four years, not in school
The teachers, childminders or nursery assistants in the
research report that those aged four years, who have
not yet started school are exposed to money skills in
an informal and relaxed manner through everyday
experiences:
• Visiting the shops, post-office and buying an item
with cash; to illustrate that ‘things’ are received
in exchange for money;
• Role-play activities in the childcare setting e.g.
playing shops with a till and play money, dress-up
as different shopkeepers, role-play visiting
farmers’ market and restaurants;

and pre-school settings where the setting and staff are
typically organised by age/stage of the children.
That said, some educators of pre-school age children
in the research do encourage the four year old
children to link all aspects of their learning to real life
scenarios, and money is regarded by them as a
practical way of enhancing numeracy skills.
"I try to dispel the idea that the biggest coin is worth
the most, so we do use real money and use it when
we visit the shops as it helps."
Pre-school age educator

What money skills are taught across the
Early Years and Key Stage one curriculum?
Children four to six years

• Learning and practising counting skills; using
toy blocks, or similar, rather than coins; and

Once at school children continue their money skills
development. In reception it continues to be primarily
play based, with some more formal activities and
worksheets introduced in year one as part of maths:

• Early coin recognition principles e.g. large coins
don’t equate to highest value, tracing coins.

• mathematics e.g. place value, adding and calculating
change;

Educators of this age group in our research, mention
that money skills are not included in the Early Years
curriculum (or equivalent) for this age group, as such it
is not a primary focus.
"They have more important things to learn such as
numbers and sequencing. Learning about money will
come at a later age."
Pre-school age educator
Moreover, childminders in our research also mention
they often have younger children in their care and so
need to plan activities with all the children they care
for in mind (not just the four year olds), as such money
skills are deemed even less suitable to the younger
children. Although, this is less relevant for nurseries
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• coin familiarisation: drawing round coins, handling
coins, filling in coin recognition worksheets,
flashcards, real money and play coins/notes;
• coin recognition: working towards children being
able to recognise all coins, understand their value
and choose correct coins when paying for an item by
the end of year two (seven years old); and
• in Northern Ireland teachers also mention
introducing foreign currency and the concept
of different currencies in different countries
e.g. role play going on holiday.
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Importantly, the teachers in the study state that
money skills, like telling the time, cannot be
taught in a week and then considered ‘complete’.

• school trips to relevant centres with a money
focus e.g. Kidzania (London), Museum on the
Mound (HBoS head office in Edinburgh);

"You can’t teach it for a week and tick it off - it
needs covering again and again in daily warm-up
sessions"
Teacher, year one/two, Wales

• visits to local shops: e.g. Sainsbury’s;

Across the nations, teachers primarily teach money
skills as part of the Maths curriculum, but some
schools also include within PHSE (in more roleplaying context, or in real-life visits).
Maths resources (for money skills)
mentioned include:
• play money (and real money – as play money
can be out of date, not realistic enough);
• role play resources
e.g. shopping till, shopping items;
• online games e.g. mathletics;
• bingo games;
• work sheets e.g. with coins printed
on, working out change sheets;
• tracing paper;
• play banks cards (or out of date real ones); and
• iPad/Interactive whiteboard.
Whole school initiatives
In addition to the core curriculum requirements, the
teachers in the study report that some schools will
also involve the Early Years/Key Stage one children in
whole school initiatives which involve an opportunity
to utilise their newly acquired money skills, for
example:
• Enterprise Days: buying items made by children
higher up in the school in order to raise
money for the school;
• charity fundraisers: bring in money to participate in
non-uniform days, or money for poppy appeal etc.;
• school events: Christmas fair, bake sales – make
goods for sale:
• school tuck shop: children able to bring in money
from home to purchase toast or school tuck.
Supports ideas of keeping money safe, making
choices and transactions;
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• external speakers invited into school to talk
in assemblies e.g. NatWest MoneySense; and
• credit union saving schemes (Scotland and Northern
Ireland only); introduce idea of saving and
encourage children to save regularly.
In Scotland and Northern Ireland, the relationship with
credit unions is described by teachers as particularly
positive. Representatives will come into school and
give the children a money box and encourage regular
savings (weekly payments through the school). Some
schools even have a buddy system whereby an older
child will help the younger child and encourage them
to save. Children receive stickers each time they save.

Challenges facing teachers teaching
money skills to four to six year olds
Of those included in the research, teachers, like
parents, feel that the majority of money skills are
acquired and learnt through every day experiences in
the real world, rather than in the classroom. In this
context, teaching children money skills presents a
number of specific challenges for teaching staff.
Specific challenges:
• Child’s maths’ ability e.g. working out change is
particularly challenging for children when they
don’t yet know about higher place values or
decimalisation. Similarly, learning to tell the time is
another skill (alongside money) which children of
this age can find challenging due to their fledgling
maths’ skills, according to teachers in the research.
“If basic numeracy skills are lacking it can
be hard for them.”
Teacher, year one/two, England
• If parents don’t give children sufficient
opportunities to learn about money in real
life contexts, they can be learning in something
of a vacuum in the classroom.
"Children come into school with very different
experiences and levels of understanding about
money. Teaching has to be tailored to the
individual."
Teacher, year one/two, Wales
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“We teach children that you have to earn money,
but some will see parents not working and on
benefits, so it can be confusing”
Teacher, One/Two, England
“I teach in a private school and some of these
children don’t live in the real world!”
Teacher, year one/two, England
• Children have fewer and fewer opportunities
to see cash being used in the real world, so
classroom-based activities with coins and notes
can be out of real world context – teachers
report this is having a detrimental impact.
“Yes, I’d definitely include it in their learning.
It’s a practical tool that will help them in future
life but also teaches core maths. I also agree so
many people use cards now that the children
need to learn about it in class as they may not
be exposed to it at home.”
Teacher, Year 1, Wales
• Schools don’t cover ‘invisible money’ within the
curriculum for this age group, even though some
schools are also ‘cashless’ e.g. school dinners and
school trips paid for via school apps e.g. School
Gateway.
• It is apparent from the teachers included in
the research that children with very different
backgrounds/family affluence within the
classroom needs particular sensitivity from
teachers when talking about money.
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Assessment and
measurement of money
skills progress
From pre-school, and more formally from reception (or equivalent)
records are kept in order to record children’s money skills development
progress (as part of maths assessment).
Assessment methods used in schools
Pre-school
The teachers in the study report that there is no
compulsory assessment for maths or money skills
for pre-school age children. Indeed, the childminders
and nursery assistants in particular feel strongly that
children are too young at four years (and prior to
starting school) to be ‘taught’ or be assessed on
money skills per se, but talking about money or roleplaying is acceptable and more age-appropriate.
"It’s not on the EYFS [Early Years Foundation Stage]
curriculum, but also not necessary for children under
four to know about the value of money … They are
too young yet and have other more important
learning areas to focus on."
Pre-school educator
Reception and year one/two (up to age six)
The teachers included in the research state that once
children join school there is no formal assessment of
children’s attainment until their SATS at the end of
year two (when most will be aged seven years).
However, all schools do use assessment to gauge
progress of individual pupils on an ongoing basis
and formally for their end of year progress reports:
• Teacher assessment for each pupil
(reception and year one);
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• In year two money skills questions are specifically
included in the LNF (literacy and numeracy
framework) in Wales, enabling teachers there to
assess pupils against skills ladders.
"We can recognise coins, we match the correct
coin, make different amounts, choose correct
coins to pay, give change."
Teacher, year one/two, Wales
Assessment methods and tools
Teacher observation, of the whole class, smaller
working groups and individuals forms a core
element of assessment at this age. As well as
asking children questions and listening for the
vocabulary used.
Schools have different preferences for assessment
tools to record maths assessment progress
(including money skills), some of which have the
functionality to be shared with parents to provide
progress updates (although this particular feature is
rarely used in practice).
Assessment tools mentioned by teachers include:
• White Rose;
• NFER;
• Rising Stars;
• Busy Ants;
• Seesaw; and
• Twinkl
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External assessment of children’s money
skills progress; how could it work?
In the absence of any formal published testing
between the ages of four to six years, the teachers
in the research suggest direct assessment of children,
preferably teacher led would provide the most reliable
form of assessment.
Alternatively, some apps allow for assessment at
home e.g. Tapestry assessment app, although teachers
caution that relying on parents’ judgement (to
complete the assessment on the app) could be less
reliable and as such produce flawed results.
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Resources and activities
used successfully in schools
Knowing that money can be a tricky area for four to six year olds to
comprehend, the teachers in the study try to make the learning as
interactive and fun for the children as possible. Having a variety of
resources and being able to offer exposure to a range of different
money skills experiences is key to children’s learning outcomes.
Money skills areas enjoyed most
by children four to six years
Of those included in the research, teachers report
that the type of activities which children enjoy
the most when focusing on money skills are:

• external speakers visiting the school; and
• Parents’ Day at school when the parents come
in and sit with their children to find out about
how topics are taught.

• visiting the local shops;
"They like to show they are responsible ... they
love having a bag with a purse full of money in it."
Pre-school setting
• singing songs to help children learn about money;
“I teach through the Welsh language and therefore
make up my own songs to different well known
tunes … There’s a few in maths books with a CD,
and a few on TES I think.”
Teacher, reception
• role-play shopping and emulating adults
in different jobs/scenarios;
• interactive whiteboard activities;
• Enterprise Days in school;
• counting real money for a specific purpose;
"We count our fruit money each Monday.”
Teacher, year one/two
• problem solving e.g. how many sweets they
can buy with £x;
"Relating money to what they are 'into' sparks
greater enthusiasm.”
Teacher, year one/two, Northern Ireland
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Key conclusions
and opportunities
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Key conclusions
The research indicates that children’s comprehension of money and
related skills are limited between the ages of five and a half to six years, with
younger children (five years or under) showing few signs of understanding yet.
• All the children in the research understand
the basic premise of shopping transactions;
a shopkeeper and customer, the exchange of
money for goods.
• Children over five years in the research typically
understand the basic premise of saving money,
although some do this out of habit rather than with
any saving purpose in mind, which can lessen the
impact of the learning opportunity.
• Moreover, children in the research study are
typically unaware of savings accounts in their name,
although, parents often confirm they do exist. This,
coupled with children rarely visiting a bank, or even
seeing them on the high street means the concept
of banks is not widely understood.
• Further confusion arises in relation to giving and
receiving change, understanding value and
borrowing money (to differing degrees) for all
children in the research study.
• Invisible money (e.g. chip and pin or contactless
transactions and online banking) is also a concept
which is not understood by children in the research.
The children are aware of the physical action of
contactless and many have seen parents buying
things using the computer or a phone, but it is hard
for parents to explain how they are paying for
goods as this process is ‘invisible’ and relies upon
some understanding of banking.

the complexity of the subject matter and some
parents feeling ill-equipped to ‘teach’ their children,
but also a belief that children have so many new
experiences and areas of learning to focus on and
money skills are not deemed necessary yet.
• If parents don’t give children sufficient
opportunities to learn about money in real life
contexts, they can be learning in something of a
vacuum within the classroom setting.
• From around six years of age a few parents in
the study do try to use everyday experiences
as a starting point for discussion and as
opportunities for their children to learn about
money, e.g. supermarket shopping, paying for items
themselves, ‘tapping’ card for contactless
payments, earning money via pocket money,
but most parents simply don’t think about it.
• These everyday experiences are the primary
drivers of money skills comprehension for young
children, with school lessons providing the
necessary mathematical skills and role-playing
scenarios to support this real-life learning.

• Pocket money is not commonly given to children in
the research study before the age of six years.
However, children under six may receive rewards
(e.g. sweets, comics) effectively bypassing the
potential money skills learning opportunity.
• Money skills are not spontaneously mentioned
by parents as an area they consciously prioritise
in their child’s development, in addition, many
parents are reluctant to formally educate their
young children on the topic. In part this is due to
Children and young people’s financial capability: four – six year olds
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A child’s financial capability at four to six years
of age is influenced by the following factors:

1. child-centric factors include:
• ages/stages of development;
• gender;
• academic attainment; and
• any special educational needs.
2. parental or family led factors, which
include:
• parents’ own financial capability;
• presence of older siblings;
• parents’ attitudes and behaviours
with regards children developing
the foundations for money skills
early in life;
• parents’ passive avoidance of
talking to their children about
money and providing them with
experiences; and
• for a minority, this even extends to
active avoidance
3. move towards cashless society; resulting
in fewer opportunities for children to see
money in its physical form being used in
day to day life. ‘Invisible’ money is too tricky
for children of this age to comprehend.
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Indicators of financial capability* in four to six year olds are observed by
parents and teachers participating in the research study
At four years of age (in pre-school or equivalent)
parents and teachers in the study report relatively
limited indicators of financial capability are expected
for this age group:

Once children reach five to six years of age (year one
or two, or equivalent) further indications of financial
capability are observed by teachers and parents
participating in the research.

• I know there are different coins and notes.

Most children in this age group would say:

• I know I can save some money to use later
e.g. in a money box.

• I can describe and name different coins and notes.

• I can make simple choices about how to spend
my money. (While pre-school educators/carers in
the study feel children of this age are capable of this,
parents in the research express doubts and children
can struggle to demonstrate this capability in a
research setting).

• I know I can save my money to use later, instead of
spending it all now.

• I understand that money has a value and needs to
be taken care of.

• I can explain the difference between something I
need and something I might want.

• I can spend money in different places and on
different things.

• I can name different ways money can be used e.g.
saving, spending, giving.

At four to five years of age (in reception class or
equivalent), teachers and parents in the research
identify a further layer of indicators of financial
capability for these children in their first year of
compulsory education.

In addition, some children in this age
group may also state that:

• I am beginning to understand why money is used.
• I can make simple choices about saving some of my
money and I can describe why I might want to save
some of my money. (While teachers in the study feel
children of this age are capable, few parents within
the research have experience of this with their
children. In a research setting these children can
struggle to demonstrate their capacity to make
simple saving choices).

• I am beginning to understand that people
may make different choices about how to
spend money.
• I can describe why I might want to save
my money.

• I am beginning to understand that coins and notes
have different values. (In a classroom setting,
teachers within the study feel most children of this
age are capable of grasping coin/note values,
however parents participating in the research don’t
feel this is the case in everyday life and children
struggle to demonstrate these money skills in a
research setting).
• I know I need to look after my money and I can
choose a safe place to keep it.

*Indicators of financial capability phraseology used in
the research are taken from the Young Money
financial education framework.
https://www.young-enterprise.org.uk/teachers-hub/financialeducation/resources-hub/financial-education-planning-frameworks/
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Many parents in the study recognise that they would benefit from gentle
reminders to talk about money with their children aged four to six years.
Encouraging parents to speak to their
children about money – it’s good to talk
Many of the parents involved in the research think
children are too young at four to six years to be
taught about money, as such it could be a challenge to
engage parents in more formal teaching approaches
(which are best left in the school environment).
However, the conversation could be framed
differently and rather than expecting parents to
‘teach’ it is more about encouraging them to use
everyday situations to spark conversations with their
children about how money works.
Tonally, suggesting to parents that at four to six
years it might be beneficial to start putting the
foundations in place now, and suggesting that these
conversations would help their four to six year olds in
the future as they develop money skills through the
ages/stages.
This gentle ‘supportive friend’ approach seems more
likely to be received positively by most parents, as
opposed to a more forthright ‘informative expert’
approach which could be perceived as overly
intrusive.
Suggestions for parents could include:
• making it fun; online games, role-play
e.g. shops, post-office, launderette;
• encouraging parents to listen out for cues that
their child is receptive to learning about money
e.g. asking about charity giving, asking where
parents get their money, why parents go to work
etc, and encourage open and honest answers,
rather than closing down the conversation;

their own account take them to the bank next time
they have some money to put in, look at their
balance and use the opportunity to talk about what
banks are and how they keep our money safe; and
• if children are saving money (in money boxes
or in the bank) think about the value of saving
with a purpose (rather than saving for saving’s
sake).
Ideally, these reminders would be accompanied by
some specific ideas and scenarios to try and prompt
natural conversations, rather than more ‘forced’
formal teaching.
If feasible, a tailored communication strategy to each
of the adult outcome types (see page 24) would
ensure appropriate content and tone of voice is
delivered, thereby maximising the potential impact of
the message. To this end, further research into the
adult typology model (derived from qualitative
analysis during this study) and their communication
preferences would be beneficial.
In terms of how the information could be
communicated to parents, accessible and easy to
digest booklets (in the style of Change4Life) are
suggested by some parents.
Distribution via schools, libraries and/or banks would
be appropriate.

• encouraging parents to take responsibility
for providing the everyday experiences and
normalising how money works in the real world;
• suggesting parents use cash (rather than cards
or contactless payments) occasionally when
shopping with their young children; allow them
to see transactions taking place;
• consider telling children if they have a bank
account; to encourage the child’s engagement with
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Teachers of year one and two children in this study indicate additional
support and resource needs which would be of benefit when teaching
money skills.
Some of the most enjoyable areas of
learning can be the most difficult for
teachers to facilitate, additional external
support would be welcome:
Encourage banks to engage with this young audience
through schools:
Teacher to pupil ratios make school trips outside quite
challenging to organise and as such are typically
reserved for topic work. Instead teachers would like
banks to come into schools and talk about money,
saving and the importance of looking after money
(following the example of the Credit Unions in
Scotland and Northern Ireland).
This also presents opportunities for banks to start
saving habits early with their institution.

Improvements to some of the resource
materials currently available for teaching
money skills would be welcome by the
teachers in this study:
• Improved resources in the Welsh language are
sought by teachers in Wales. There are some
maths apps available in Welsh e.g. Canolfan
Penairth, but this doesn’t cover money specifically.
• Resources such as coins and notes get outdated,
tired and go missing – this presents an ongoing
pressure on school budgets to keep them topped
up so each child can use the coins. Moreover, the
current ‘play money’ options are insufficiently
realistic for coin recognition.
•

Ideas and inspiration for up to date, interactive
and engaging lesson planning ideas to help teach
money skills.

•

Pocket money apps to use on the whiteboard to
illustrate the idea of earning money in a relatable
way (and perhaps encourage children to discuss
idea at home with parents).

Further prioritise money skills within the curriculum
Further emphasis on money skills within the
curriculum would enable teachers to integrate it into
other areas of their teaching. For example, it could be
included as a standalone topic area for Early Years and
Key Stage one.
Resources for schools
Within communities, banks, supermarkets,
restaurants and/or Post Offices to be encouraged
to support their local schools by providing resources
e.g.
• role-playing resources;
• support and help to facilitate school trips
and opportunities to integrate money skills.
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Opportunities for the
Money and Pensions
Service
The Money and Pensions Service is looking to find a model for assessment and
measurement of financial capability in children aged four to six years. Two routes
forward have potential for consideration:
1. Direct assessment of children through linking
with a sample of primary schools (across four
nations) who would be willing to share their
ongoing money skills assessments:

and unworkable for them if not core to curriculum
assessment.

The most straightforward route would be to capture
data from the existing assessment requirements,
following the national curriculum requirements i.e.

2. Indirect assessment of children
via parents and teachers

• recognising coins;
• matching the correct coin;
• coins can make up different amounts;
• choose correct coins to pay for an item; and
• give change when a higher value is used to pay.
Alternatively, a broader reach of assessment could be
assessed (following the indicators of financial
capability as detailed on p.44) if teachers were
willing/able to provide this additional assessment and
record. This might also then include:
•

usage and understanding of chip and pin, or
contactless to pay for goods;

•

making online transactions and paying for them;

•

depositing, withdrawing and saving money in a
bank, building society or credit union; and

•

understanding the value of money

This approach (if conducted over a sufficient sample
base) would ensure accurate pupil level data for
comparison over time.
However, time pressed teachers may favour the more
straightforward data sharing of current assessments,
feeling an added layer of assessment is inappropriate
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Assessment is currently conducted by teachers and/or
teaching assistants in different schools, and is ongoing
throughout the academic year.

Alternatively, a less direct but perhaps easier
facilitation of assessment might be to survey
a quantitative sample of parents of four to six
year olds and teachers with responsibility for
this age group.
Parents and teachers could be asked to assess
the level of comprehension for different money skills
at each age profile (either at an individual level for
parents, or as a % of the class for teachers); structured
per learning area as:
•

working towards;

•

meeting expectations for their age; or

•

exceeding expected level for their age.

In addition, parents and teachers could be
surveyed to ascertain which money skills are
deemed age appropriate for four to six years
(by age), but not yet known by the children.
While this approach would potentially be easier,
and the data less costly to acquire, it is likely to
result in a greater margin of error versus the more
direct pupil assessment via teachers.
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Stimulus and activities used in depth interviews with children
Recognising money:
Children were given coins and notes, and asked
to place them in the appropriate boxes on the
‘recognising money’ worksheet (example below).

Choices about spending and saving:
Children were asked to make choices on how to
spend their money in particular given scenarios,
such as how would they spend their 50p if they
needed to get home. Would they spend their 50p
on a bus fare or on some stickers (example below).
Children were asked about the following scenarios in
which they could only choose one thing on the sheet:

Two sheets were used with the following money
amounts:
Sheet one:
1p
5p
2p
10p
20p
50p
Sheet two:
£1
£2
£5
£10
£20
£50
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Scenario one: I feel hungry and have £1 to spend.
What should I buy? A toy that I like or a snack?
Scenario two: I need to get home and have 50p.
What should I spend it on? My bus fare home or
some fun stickers?
Scenario three: Children were also asked how they
would allocate their money if they were given five £1
coins. The stimulus sheet had save and spend options
and children were asked to place their pound coins
on the options according to how they wanted to
allocate their coins (example of the scenario below).
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‘Need’ versus ‘want’ flashcards:
In a ‘friendly alien’ exercise, children were asked if
a friendly alien needed or wanted certain items, for
example a warm coat, a comfy bed or some sweets.
Children pressed a buzzer to shout out the answer
(examples below).

Children were asked if the alien needed
or wanted the following items:
A toy that I like
Some fun stickers
A healthy snack
Sweets
Three meals a day
A comfy bed
Somewhere to live
School books
A new bike
Shoes that fit me
The latest/cool trainers
A warm coat in the winter
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Vocabulary flashcards:
Children were asked if they understood a variety
of words related to finances (example below).

Words included in this exercise were:
Coins
Notes
Pounds
Pence
Money
Shop
Pay
Spend
Save
Buy
Give
Safe
Money box
Purse
£ and p
Cost
Price
Sell
Total
Choice
Choose
Customer
Bank
Value
Need
Want
Earn
Win
Pocket money
Chores
Work
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Barter
Change
Debt
Mortgage
Rent
Credit card
Bank balance

Thought bubble spender/saver:
Children were asked how they thought a person
might feel if they had spent all of their money and
had nothing saved. They were also asked how they
thought a person might feel if they had saved some
of their money (examples below).

Feelings emoji worksheet:
Children were asked how they thought the interview
moderator would feel if she lost her purse. They were
asked to circle the relevant emoji on the worksheet
(example below).
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Stimulus and activities used in depth interviews with parents
Parents’ self-completion questionnaire 1
Money and Pension Service
Self-completion questionnaire 1
GROUP ___________________

1.

On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is ‘not at all confident’ and 10 is ‘very confident’,
how confident do you feel managing your money? (Please circle your answer below)
Not at all
confident
0

Very confident
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

In confidence, please tell us why you feel this way …

2.

To what extent do you feel that keeping up with your bills and credit commitments is a burden?
(Please circle your answer below)
Not a burden at all

It’s somewhat of a burden

It’s a heavy burden

1

2

3

Don’t know
4

In confidence, please tell us why you feel this way …
3.

How many of the following financial products do you/your household have currently?
(Please put a number next to all that apply, and add any others in the spaces at the bottom of the list)

Financial product

Number held
(leave blank if not applicable)

Current account
Savings account
Debit card
Credit card
Mortgage on a property
Personal (unsecured) loan
Home equity loan (loan secured on your property)
Stocks and shares
ISAs
Private/Employer pension
Short term / high interest loan
Store card/credit
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4.

5.

6.

In the last 6 months, have you fallen behind on, or missed, any payments for credit commitments or
domestic bills for any 3 or more months? These 3 months don’t necessarily have to be consecutive months.
Yes

No

Don’t know

1

2

4

Which of these best describes how often you put money aside into savings?

Rarely or never

Some months, but not
others

Most months

Every month

1

2

3

4

Don’t know
5

How often do you/your household….?
…..have any money left over after you’ve paid for food and other bills
Very often

Fairly often

Sometimes

Not very often

1

2

3

4

Never
5

…. use a credit card, overdraft or borrow money to buy food or pay bills because you’ve run short of money
Very often

Fairly often

Sometimes

Not very often

1

2

3

4

Very often

Fairly often

Sometimes

Not very often

1

2

3

4

Never
5

… borrow money to pay off debts
Never
5

…. borrow from family/friends because you have run out of money

7.

Very often

Fairly often

Sometimes

Not very often

1

2

3

4

Never
5

Overall, how happy would you say you feel about your current finances/financial situation at the moment?
(Please circle your answer below – we will only ask you to share with the group the number you circle below
and not your reasons why)
Very
unhappy
0

Very happy
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

In confidence, please tell us why you feel this way …
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Parents’ self-completion questionnaire 2
Money and Pension Service
Self-completion questionnaire 2
GROUP ___________________
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is Strongly disagree and 5 is Strongly agree, to what extent do you agree/disagree with the following?
Please specifically think about your 4 – 6 year old child(ren) when answering
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

It is important to help your children learn how to manage their money
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

I can affect how my children will behave around money when they grow up
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

1

2

Neither agree nor disagree
3

Slightly agree

Strongly agree
5

4

Children should be protected from understanding how money works
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

1

2

Neither agree nor disagree
3

Slightly agree

Strongly agree
5

4

I don’t know how to talk to my child/children about money
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

I often talk to my child/children about money
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

1

2

3

Slightly agree

Strongly agree
5

4

Children grow up to be like their parents/carers are with their money
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

I try to provide my child/children with opportunities to learn about money
Strongly disagree

Slightly disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5
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Money map
Parents were asked to circle on the money map
(example below) all the elements that they think
their child know about money. They were further
asked to indicate any uncircled elements that they
think would be age appropriate for their child to
know about. Finally, they were asked if there are
any elements that they think are inappropriate
for their child to know about.

Quick poll question two:
Educators were asked who they thought should
be responsible for teaching children aged four to
six about money. A number of answer options
were given and teachers were invited to select
all that applied (see list below).
Options given:
• Parents/carers;
• Pre-school (or similar setting attended when
four years old before starting school);
• Primary school;
• Secondary school;
• The community;
• Combination of some or all of the above; and
• None of the above.

Stimulus and activities used in
online focus groups with educators
Quick poll question one:
Educators were asked to complete a quick poll with
the question: Which (if any) of the following money
related topics are currently taught in the school(s)
you work in when you are teaching <age> year olds?
Please select all that apply.
Options given:
•

•

•

•

How to manage money e.g. recognising coins,
knowing the value of coins and notes, keeping
track of money;
Becoming a critical consumer e.g. choices about
spending or saving, understanding the difference
between needs and wants when deciding whether
to purchase;
Managing risks and emotions associated with
money e.g. keeping money safe, feelings about
money, saving money;
Understanding the important role money plays
in our lives e.g. where money comes from, using
money, different forms of money (cash, debit card,
credit card, online payments, borrowing etc.);

•

Others (we’ll ask you to tell us more
about what else you teach in a moment); and

•

None of the above.
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Money heatmap:
Thinking about the children they teach, educators
were asked to indicate in green on a money heatmap
the elements that they think their pupils know about,
and indicate in red the elements they think their
pupils definitely do not know about.
Whiteboard – list of barriers to children
understanding about money:
Educators were asked what might stand in the way
of children learning about money/ understanding
about how money is earned, saved and spent, etc.
They were prompted with a list of possible
barriers (below).
•

Parents’ confidence with money/managing money?

•

Amount of money in the household?

•

Who lives in the household/household
composition?

•

The child’s patience/perseverance when
learning new things?

•

The child’s maths ability?

•

The child’s reading skills?

•

Any Special Educational Needs or Disabilities
which might present additional challenges

•

Anything else?
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